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This new, full-colour edition of one of RMB’s bestselling hiking guides has been completely

updated and redesigned for a whole new generation of hiking enthusiasts.Trekking the

Continental Divide from the U.S. border to Kakwa Lake is a demanding adventure. In this new

edition of the bestselling guidebook devoted to Canada’s 1,200-kilometre Great Divide Trail

(GDT), Dustin Lynx helps hikers piece together the myriad individual routes that form a

continuous trail along the Divide.Outlining the six major sections of the GDT, Lynx breaks the

trail into shorter, more attainable segments and thoroughly describes the terrain and condition

of each. Not only are these trail segments invaluable for planning shorter trips along the GDT,

Lynx’s pre-trip planning advice will also prove indispensable for long-distance hikers

overcoming such daunting logistical challenges as resupply, navigation and access.Complete

with colour photos, detailed maps and updated information, Hiking Canada's Great Divide –

3rd Edition will continue to serve domestic and international hikers alike in navigating this

remarkable mountain wilderness trail.
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Gemtrek Maps.INTRODUCTION TO THE 3RD EDITIONIf I wanted to keep things fun and

interesting andcontinue learning and challenging myself then I hadto break this mold of being

an ‘on-trail’ backpacker.I needed to expand my horizons to get outside ofmy comfort zone…

and do something different.—Andrew Skurka, from a 2011 National GeographicLive

presentation, youtu.be/hMf7TypZwtc.It is a long time since I first thru-hiked the Great Divide

Trail, in 1996. Much of the route I mapped is still considered ‘main route’ and there are more

protected areas such as Castle Wildland Provincial Park and Castle Provincial Park, north of

Waterton Lakes National Park. There are more hikers now, and people are finding different

ways to experience the GDT, such as trail running, epic equestrian trips or bringing their dog

with them. GPS is omnipresent; so too is the use of smart phones and internet connectivity. As

this book goes to print, there is a low-cost app available for the GDT. Most importantly, the

Great Divide Trail Association has risen again.What hasn’t changed is the fact that once you

commit yourself to the GDT you alter your journey in life, perhaps in a big way! You know you

will experience a stark beauty and magnificence that perhaps no other long-distance hiking



trail can offer in such abundance, but what you might not appreciate at the outset is how this

route will push you out of your comfort zone.In my own case, hiking the GDT led me to

becoming an author, moving to Canmore, raising a family there and returning to the trail year

after year for day hiking, backpacking, skiing, mountain biking, scrambling, climbing,

packrafting, and trail running. Whenever it seemed I was growing complacent, my love of the

route and for the Canadian Rockies would push me back outside of my comfort zone: getting

certified as a hiking guide, becoming a board member of Bear Conflict Solutions Institute and

even running my own businesses so that I could have more flexibility to enjoy where I

live.Where I suffered from a lack of information for the first edition of this book, I now have the

opposite problem: there is so much information out there now. In truth, with all the online

resources now available, including the app, I questioned the necessity of updating this

guidebook. Amidst the praise were also harsh criticisms in reaction to the first and second

editions of this book. In the spirit of stepping outside our comfort zone to invite learning and

personal growth, I am listening to those who wanted this edition and giving voice to the

critics.In this edition, I am cleaning up the distances and aligning them with the Atlas Guides

app and the GDTA’s official track. Although this guidebook will remain a comprehensive

resource, it needs to reflect the app and other resources now available, such as the GDTA

website. Hikers have asked for and will receive here a better handling of elevations, including

elevation profiles. I have altered the section distance outlines to better help with planning and

booking campsites. The planning resources have ballooned by 50 per cent in this edition. Thru-

hikers, please note: I have incorporated all the hiker notes passed down through the

generations up to the 2018 season.Since the second edition of this guidebook, there have

been significant changes in the national parks in regards to planning your hike on the GDT. You

can now reserve backcountry campsites online for Banff, Jasper, Yoho and Kootenay National

Parks well in advance of your hike. Jasper National Park has rezoned its backcountry, meaning

that much of the GDT route is now in ‘wildland,’ or decommissioned territory, and Banff

National Park seems to be following this example. I’ve accounted for all these changes and I

am happy to announce the addition of two major new alternate routes in Jasper National Park:

Six Passes and Elysium Pass. These are my favourite hikes in Jasper and I hope you consider

them when you plan your journey.I wrote this edition of the guidebook nearly from the ground

up for a wider audience. In summary, the third edition of Hiking Canada’s Great Divide Trail is a

better resource for planning your trip on the GDT.Thank you.Dustin LynxQuick glossary of

termsthru-hike: means hiking the entire GDT routesection hiker: a hiker who does a section or

two each seasonSOBO and NOBO: ‘southbound’ and ‘northbound’ hikes or hikerszero-day: a

rest day, when you hike ‘0’ kilometresyo-yo: thru-hiking the whole route and then going the

other way, back to the beginningWHAT IS THE GREAT DIVIDE TRAIL?The GDT surpassed all

my expectations and I had built it up pretty big in my mind. It has set the bar for what I want in a

thru-hike. It had just the right balance of community, challenge, clearly defined trail, alternate

routes, cross country, and solo hiking. More improvements are being made each year, and I

highly recommend getting out there before the rest of the world finds out about it!—Erin

“Wired” Saver, from a blog post after her 2015 thru-hike: .‘Canada’s Great Divide Trail’ gives the

impression that the route is a maintained trail and that it has some sort of official recognition as

a unified entity. In fact, much of the ‘trail’ is a patchwork of old, unmaintained, unofficial,

unsigned, unmarked, and/or unmapped paths, and significant portions involve route-finding,

bushwhacking, scrambling, or cross country alpine travel. ‘Great Divide Route’ more accurately

conveys the reality of the situation.—Rick Bombaci, from a trip report documenting his 2008

thru-hike.For now I’ll say that the GDT was an amazing experience. Usually amazingly beautiful



and inspiring, and sometimes amazingly frustrating and challenging, but always visceral, raw,

and making me feel alive every single day of the trip. The Hayduke Tr in the US SW is the only

other of the 16 long-distance hikes I’ve completed where I can say that every day the scenery

is world-class at some point, no matter the classification/protection level of the land. Definitely

in my top 2 for most scenic long-distance trails.—Li Brannfors, from email correspondence

documenting his 2012 GDT thru-hike.The Great Divide Trail (GDT) is not a continuous, marked

trail – not yet, at least. Perhaps you have heard of it from friends or read about it in National

Geographic or Backpacker magazine, and in your mind the idea of the GDT is stored in the

same place of your brain where you have placed mention of other long-distance hiking trails,

like the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) or the Appalachian Trail (AT). However, as you can tell by the

opening quotations from past thru-hikers, the GDT is a challenging wilderness route and

people react to the reality of it in different ways. This is not the PCT or the AT!The GDT is a

wilderness hiking route patched together through an array of protected areas and forestry

districts using existing trail networks, roads, OHV (off-highway vehicle) tracks, and cross-

country navigation (walking with no trail at all). Despite the history of the route dating back 50

years now, the GDT has suffered from a lack of interest until recently with the re-emergence of

the Great Divide Trail Association (GDTA) and a cadre of volunteers determined to gain official

recognition for the trail. They are actively working with relevant authorities to maintain, mark

and build trail.The main route of the GDT follows the spine of the Canadian Rockies (the

hydrological Continental Divide) as closely as possible, from the Canada/ USA border, in

Waterton Lakes National Park, 980km to the original northern terminus, in Mount Robson

Provincial Park and optionally another 150km to an extended northern terminus in Kakwa

Provincial Park and Protected Area in BC. Most of the route is in the protected jurisdiction of

national and provincial parks – about 60%. The core area of these parks is recognized as the

Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks UNESCO World Heritage Site.Renowned for their scenic

splendor, the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks are comprised of Banff, Jasper, Kootenay and

Yoho national parks and Mount Robson, Mount Assiniboine and Hamber provincial parks.

Together, they exemplify the outstanding physical features of the Rocky Mountain

Biogeographical Province.—UNESCO World Heritage List: .Core to the GDT hiking community

is the affectionately named ‘original’ GDT, south of Fording River Pass near Highwood House

(in Section B), built by the original GDTA in the 1980s. This is a hundred kilometres long and

currently being extended to the south, near Deadman Pass, close to Coleman, Alberta. The

expected completion date of this additional 30km of trail is approximately 2022. But don’t think

for a moment that this is the only focus of the current GDTA organization – they are hard at

work in all areas of the route, including the promotion of the GDT as a nationally recognized

trail.I assume you are reading this guidebook because you plan to hike a portion of the GDT or

perhaps thru-hike the whole distance. Well, the effort of planning your adventure is worth it!

Your journey will be what you make of it, but the GDT will ensure that it involves plenty of

challenge. As you read this guidebook and gather information from other resources, you will

start questioning yourself. What do I do if I encounter a grizzly bear? How does the permitting

system work – wait, is it a system? How will I safely ford raging glacial torrents!? Which

campsites are worth staying at?The complexity of planning and then hiking the entire GDT,

from end to end, is severe enough that if you are considering the GDT as your first thru-hike,

you should look to another long-distance trail first, to build your experience. Consider joining a

week-long guided hike such as the Alpine Club of Canada has started offering

(alpineclubofcanada.ca). The GDTA at warns how challenging the route can be:…hiking

conditions are often strenuous and potentially hazardous, difficult mountain navigation, glacial



stream crossings, deceptively short hiking season, harsh weather including potential summer

snowstorms, grizzly bears, mosquitoes, and remote trail exit points for resupply or potential

emergency access.The GDT is a serious endeavour for even the veteran thru-hiker. If you have

hiked other long-distance trails, don’t be fooled by the comparatively short distance of the GDT

(the PCT is 4300km, for example). The GDT has obstacles such as decommissioned trails and

chilly creek fords that will slow your daily progress and a potentially confusing permitting

system with less than optimal resupply options that could befuddle your planning process. To

put it in perspective, your next trip after this one could easily happen in the untracked tundra

and remote ranges of Alaska or the Yukon with the experience you gain from the GDT.The

GDT spans 979km from the international border in Waterton Lakes National Park to the info

centre in Mount Robson Provincial Park. Mount Robson is the highest peak in the Canadian

Rockies, at 3954m (12,972ft), and is the original northern terminus.There is an excellent and

wild route that follows the Divide perhaps more closely than any other part of the GDT. It

continues north of the trail junction for Mount Robson, all the way to the trailhead for Kakwa

Provincial Park and Protected Area on the Walker Creek forest service road. This is the

extended northern terminus, and is 1133km from the international border at Waterton.Both

Mount Robson and Kakwa Lake are exceptionally beautiful and deserving end points for the

GDT but Mount Robson is recognized worldwide and is far more convenient to access, so this

is where most thru-hikers choose to start or end their hike. There are currently about 30 people

thru-hiking the GDT each year, a number that is expected to keep rising at a modest rate.•The

GDT crosses the Great Divide at least 30 times.•60% of the extended route is in protected

parks.•65% of the extended route is in Alberta, with the remainder in British Columbia.•4% of

the route follows active roads and highways.•The original (and signed) GDT is 9% of the

extended route and growing!The GDT route currently crosses:•2 UNESCO World Heritage

Sites made up from 7 of the parks listed here.•5 national parks: Waterton Lakes, Banff,

Kootenay, Yoho and Jasper.•9 provincial parks: Akamina–Kishinena, Castle, Elk Lakes, Peter

Lougheed, Height of the Rockies, Mount Assiniboine, Kootenay-Cline, Mount Robson and

Kakwa.•2 wildland provincial parks: Castle and High Rock.•2 wilderness areas: Beehive

Natural Area and White Goat.•2 special management areas: Kananaskis Country and Willmore

Wilderness Park.•5 forest districts: Castle, Bow/ Crow, Rocky Mountain, Columbia and Robson

Valley.The highest point on the GDT is the 2585m (8481ft) unnamed ‘Michele Lakes’ Pass in

the White Goat Wilderness Area in Section E, just north of David Thompson Highway 11.The

lowest point is at 1051m (3448ft) at Old Fort Point on the Athabasca River, in Jasper at the end

of Section E. Including the extended northern terminus, the lowest point is the Kakwa

Provincial Park trailhead at 950m.The southern terminus of the GDT is also the junction with

the Pacific Northwest Trail and the Continental Divide Trail. So, if you are a SOBO hiker, you

have your choice to continue to Mexico on the CDT or to the West Coast, near Seattle. Some

NOBO hikers have started their trip by first doing part of the PNWT. In fact, a group of hikers

has gone from Jasper all the way to the southern terminus of the CDT on the Mexico–USA

border recently.On that point, the GDT is not the same as the ‘Great Divide Mountain Bike

Route,’ which runs 4455km from Banff, Alberta, to Antelope Wells, New Mexico, at the Mexican

border. This route is popularized by an annual bike race called the Tour Divide (see ). While

many sections of the GDT are accessible by mountain bike, a continuous journey isn’t possible

or even permitted. At the time of writing, the record for the Tour Divide race was 13 days, 22

hours, 51 minutes, set by Mike Hall of Yorkshire, England, in case you were wondering.To

dispel any possible confusion, the ‘Great Trail,’ formerly known as the Trans-Canada Trail, is not

the GDT. The Great Trail is a multi-use trail that crosses Canada and goes from coast to coast



to coast. Learn more about that route at thegreattrail.ca.HISTORY OF THE GDTThe Great

Divide Trail has a disproportionately long history compared to the amount of trail built in its

name. Today it is largely an unmarked route despite public support and past government

approval for an official trail. Lack of signage notwithstanding, the GDT is the grand path of the

Canadian Rocky Mountains and inspires hikers to trace its heights each season.We know that

human history in the Canadian Rockies goes back at least 10,000 years. First Nations people

have a long history of living, hunting, and travelling through these mountains. The first

Europeans that came to this part of the world, such as David Thompson, a surveyor and

mapmaker extraordinaire, depended on aboriginal guides. There is an interesting chapter of

discovery documented by A.O. Wheeler, a commissioner appointed to survey and mark the

interprovincial boundary between Alberta and British Columbia from 1913 to 1924. For the

purposes of this essay, however, I will focus on the specific history – as far as I could

determine it – of the named route, the ‘Great Divide Trail.’The GDT started as a youthful and

courageous idea. The first record of a Great Divide Trail appears in the minutes of the national

park’s standing committee meetings in Banff and Jasper in 1966. The Girl Guides of Canada

proposed the idea of a trail running the length of the British Columbia and Alberta boundary,

along the Rocky Mountains.In the two years following the Girl Guides proposal, other public

support for the Great Divide Trail grew. The first formal proposal landed in the western regional

office of Parks Canada in May 1967. A local architect and mountaineer named Philippe

Delesalle saw the GDT as a route that would provide backcountry access for all park users. He

focused on the Divide between Kananaskis Lakes and Yoho Valley, which he believed already

had an excellent trail system. In his proposal to Parks Canada, Delesalle wrote: “This area…

should be made more accessible to all the visitors who wish to walk away from the car parks

and enter into closer contact with nature.” He felt Parks Canada needed only to establish

shelters every 10 miles along the route to encourage trail use. Delesalle felt the public would

support the idea of the GDT at the time and offered his services to complete the project. (Note:

Phillippe Delesalle won the Summit of Excellence Award for mountain architecture –

specifically for his work designing lodges and huts – at the Banff Mountain Film and Book

Festival in 2011.)Despite Delesalle’s proposal, the GDT would simply have remained an idea

on a desk unless a Banff local named Jim Thorsell hadn’t taken the first steps to get it

established. Working as a research consultant for Parks Canada, Thorsell led a trail-use survey

in 1967. After administering the survey, Thorsell believed the Great Divide Trail could become

the trunk trail of the national parks, accessing the backcountry and linking many of the existing

trail networks of the time. Thorsell reported in his 1968 memorandum to the National and

Historic Parks Branch in Ottawa that “…The time is now right for this Department to show

leadership in making the GDT a reality.” He and his crew completed the first round of feasibility

studies, noting trail conditions, taking photos, cataloguing natural features and detecting

possible use conflicts within the national parks.With no official response forthcoming from

Parks Canada, Thorsell prepared a “Provisional Trail Guide and Map for the Proposed Great

Divide Trail” in 1970. Produced for the National and Provincial Parks Association of Canada,

this pamphlet was the first guide ever prepared for the GDT. In it, Thorsell clearly describes the

route extending out of the national parks, south to the international boundary, to link with the

proposed Continental Divide Trail in the USA. Brian Patton and Bart Robinson, authors of the

first of many editions of the popular Canadian Rockies Trail Guide, supported Thorsell’s vision

of the GDT and included a description of the route in their guidebook published in 1971.The

GDT received some measure of federal approval shortly after the release of Thorsell’s

“Provisional Trail Guide and Map.” Jean Chrétien, the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern



Development, issued a communiqué endorsing the proposed Great Divide Trail. Chrétien

stated that Parks Canada would undertake the project with the objective of completing it by

1975.In response to the minister’s communiqué, Parks Canada formed the Great Divide Trail

Committee to steer implementation of the trail. The committee consisted of the National and

Provincial Parks Association of Canada (NPPAC), the Canadian Youth Hostel Association, the

Bow Valley section of the Alpine Club of Canada, and Parks Canada planners. In 1971 and

1972 the committee contracted the Canadian Wildlife Service to study the feasibility of the

GDT in Banff, Jasper and Yoho national parks. These studies generated several

recommendations, most of which concerned rerouting the GDT away from high use areas such

as Lake O’Hara.In 1973 the committee issued a status report defining the criteria for

development of the GDT. The report recommended unobtrusive campgrounds rather than

shelters, a trail quota system, separation of horse and hiker trails, routing the GDT away from

high-use areas and discouraging day use of the GDT. However, five years after Chrétien’s

directive to establish the GDT, the concept of the trail had not moved beyond the planning

stage.Outside the framework of Parks Canada, the GDT gained provincial support in Alberta.

Based on support from the Alberta Wilderness Association and public interest in the GDT, the

Alberta Environment Conservation Authority recommended developing a system of trails along

the Great Divide as early as 1973. This opened the way for an advocacy group to establish the

GDT south of Banff National Park.In the summer of 1974, having received a federal

Opportunities for Youth grant, six young and enthusiastic students set out to explore possible

routes for the Great Divide Trail outside the national parks. They collectively covered an

estimated 4800km on foot, taking inventory of existing trails and types of land use in the area

between the USA border and Banff National Park. Barely pausing to catch their breath, the

team went on to compile their notes and recommendations in a report called “Project: Great

Divide Trails.”Following the completion of their report, this dedicated group founded the Great

Divide Trail Association (GDTA). Several organizations demonstrated support by joining the

association, including the Alpine Club of Canada, the Canadian Youth Hostel Association, the

Alberta Wilderness Association, the Sierra Club and the Outdoor Recreation Council of British

Columbia. Other clubs, consisting of skiers, naturalists, ranchers, hunters, anglers, equestrians

and environmentalists, also joined the association, boosting its membership to over 150. The

association aimed to implement the GDT as an equestrian and hiking trail based on the

provisional route that arose out of the original group’s efforts.While momentum for the GDT

grew outside the national parks, enthusiasm within the parks waned owing to concerns about

overuse. To finalize the criteria for the development of the GDT, Parks Canada ran a special

field study in Yoho National Park in 1974. In 1975 Parks Canada stalled in its planning process,

citing a lack of adequate trail planning methodology. In 1976, in conjunction with the Great

Divide Trail Committee, a graduate student at the University of Calgary completed a doctoral

study of the GDT. Bart Deeg, a student in the faculty of environmental design, titled his work “A

Proposal for a Trail Planning Methodology: A Case Study: The Great Divide Trail.” The paper

addressed the issue of overuse on backcountry trails in the national parks and strongly

encouraged Parks Canada to complete the GDT by providing the very methodology that was

lacking. However, the issues surrounding overuse remained unresolved and Parks has yet to

endorse the route to this day.The Great Divide Trail Association carried the vision of the route

much further than Parks Canada. The GDTA began trail construction in summer 1976. Funded

by both the private and the public sectors, the work continued for the next decade with the

support of the Alberta government. Each year, the GDTA hired up to three people for the trail

crew and organized volunteers to help. According to Jenny Feick and Dave Higgins, two of the



original six students to survey the GDT, provincial support for the trail waned when political

tides shifted in the mid-1980s. Lacking provincial support, the GDTA had difficulty motivating a

volunteer work force to invest their time and energy in a trail that might not exist the following

year. By 1987 the association that had initiated, built and cared for the only segments of the

Great Divide Trail ever established, disbanded.After Parks Canada gave up on the idea and the

GDTA faded from existence, the concept of the GDT sank into a low public profile. Although

some had heard about the Great Divide Trail, few could say for certain whether it existed.

However, the GDT was more than a myth to the few who hiked a substantial portion of the

route. Decaying sheets from a trail register near the Baril Creek ford read: “Across the Roof of

Canada. We started at USA and Canada border on 6-24-89. On to Grande Cache.” Another

message, written in 1996, read: “Rich Botto and Rick Heinrich from S.D., USA, started May

25th, Waterton Park—hiked over Castle River Divide, N. Kootenay Pass, Crowsnest Pass, N.

Fork Pass and on way to Fording River Pass. Snowshoed nearly every day since. Rick Heinrich

leaves at Lake Louise. I’m heading to the Yukon.” A euphoric Botto writes in the trail register at

Kakwa Lake, 900km farther north, that he is leaving the trail and dropping down to the Rocky

Mountain Trench to buy a bicycle to continue to the Yukon.Though the GDT languished in

popularity compared to other long-distance hiking routes in North America, Dave Higgins and

others continued to toil in the field, maintaining parts of the original GDT. They rebuilt bridges

and cleared trail, largely funded from their own wallets and driven by a passion for the route.My

wife, Julia, and I moved to Calgary in 1995 with the dual purpose of completing our bachelor’s

degrees and hiking the GDT between semesters. The best route description we could find

came from a combination of Thorsell’s work published at the back of the Canadian Rockies

Trail Guide and from a book called High Summer, written by Chris Townsend documenting his

1988 hike from Waterton to Liard River, in northern British Columbia. Partway through our

research, we decided to keep all our notes to share with other long-distance hikers in the

future, perhaps through a guidebook – we didn’t know for sure at the time. We travelled to the

American Long Distance Hiking Association – West’s annual gathering, held in Oregon that

year, to meet with Chris Townsend. He signed our copy of High Summer and gave us all the

information he could. We hiked the route during the summer of 1996.After we presented our

hike to the public at the University of Calgary in September 1996, Dave Higgins approached us

and informed us that we had failed to hike the original GDT, the only stretch built and marked

as the Great Divide Trail – coincidentally the very stretch he had toiled and spent money to

keep alive! The three of us shared in a sentiment of disbelief. How could we have invested so

much time in research and missed that trail? At the same slideshow, Tony and Gillean Daffern,

the founders of Rocky Mountain Books, approached us and asked if we were interested in

writing a guidebook.Dustin Lynx assembling trail data post hike, 1996, in Calgary,

Alberta.Hiking Canada’s Great Divide Trail appeared in 2000 after several rewrites and a lot

more hiking. As an arts major, I had decided to write the entire description in the first person

because I thought it would be gripping – my editors disagreed. With the book in hand, Julia and

I accepted as many speaking engagements as possible, especially ones that involved free

accommodations, food and a stipend such as Lizard Creek Lodge in Fernie, BC, had

offered.We moved to Canmore, Alberta, and started our family in 1998. We started hearing

from thru-hikers each season. Their trip reports made us ache to be back on the trail for a

whole summer. I kept their notes and suggestions and wrote the second edition of the

guidebook in 2007.Then a miraculous thing happened: a group of hikers and enthusiasts

known as the Friends of the Great Divide Trail who had worked together maintaining the

original GDT decided they needed to formalize their organization to better advocate for this



amazing route. In 2013 they founded a new organization that would continue the 1970s name,

the Great Divide Trail Association (GDTA). You can read more about their story and access

invaluable resources at .At present the best thing you can do to ensure the future of the GDT is

to join the GDTA and get involved. The shared vision is stated as:Dustin and Julia Lynx on the

‘original’ Great Divide Trail, 1998.The Great Divide Trail Association is dedicated to

maintaining, protecting and promoting the Great Divide Trail, and with your support we can

preserve the GDT and its wilderness experience for generations to come!The history does not

end there, of course. Thanks to the Wild effect spawned by Oprah’s Book Club endorsing

Cheryl Strayed’s 2012 story about her adventures on the PCT, the GDT is garnering more

attention than ever as hikers look for a less travelled and ‘wilder’ long-distance hiking route. I

doubt the GDT will be as overwhelmed as the PCT in recent years, but it is benefiting from all

the people who have rediscovered hiking.In December 2016, River Taig released an app with

tracing the whole trail with an intricate GPS track and written descriptions. Hikers will now be

able to comment on sections of trail as they hike and share that information with other hikers

as they pass in and out of wifi and cell phone coverage each season. Combined with a thriving

Facebook group called Great Divide Trail Hikers, people now have a solid communications

platform to connect with others, share information and recount their trip reports.I sincerely

hope the GDT will become an official trail, recognized by the provincial and federal

governments. Ideally, this will lead to a continuous corridor of protected areas that outdoor

enthusiasts, wildlife and locals can all benefit from in the scope of the wider Yellowstone to

Yukon wildlife corridor. The GDT is unlike any other trail in North America, with its own

significant history. Your decision to discover this trail for yourself will undoubtedly contribute to

the future of this spectacular route.PLANNING YOUR TRIP ON THE GDTDespite the buzz

surrounding long-distance ‘thru-hiking,’ you do not need to hike the whole GDT to appreciate

this wilderness route. You can spend a week or just a few days to get a taste of the longer trail,

depending on where you decide to go. In this edition, I’m organizing the planning part of the

book around the questions ‘when,’ ‘where’ and ‘how.’ (I’ve already covered ‘what’ the GDT is,

and you yourself are providing the ‘why’ and ‘who.’) This method of organizing topics will make

sense when I demonstrate how to construct a sample itinerary.Compared to most other long

routes in North America, the GDT has a narrow window of optimal weather during which you

can safely schedule your long-range plans. We will begin with this important factor.When to

hikeHi all! Made it to Blairmore/Coleman. Trail Report: There’s still a lot of snow in the high

country. Pretty much every north-facing slope was still full, but passable and not unsafe. I was

definitely a wee bit early. The hunters camp at Jutland Creek was buried, but fortunately the

ridges around La Coulotte were all good. The remaining snow there actually made it easier to

travel!—Leslie Gerein, posted June 25, 2016, on the Great Divide Trail Hikers Facebook

page.Underestimating the weather and the potential effect of the remnant snow pack can

severely affect your plans for hiking any portion of the GDT. If you start too early, you will face

obstacles that you maybe haven’t considered before: postholing up to your crotch in heavy, wet

snow; collapsing snow bridges over stream crossings; difficult route-finding; slippery footing on

icy hillsides; having to pitch your tent on snow; and even the potential for late-season snow

avalanches. In short, imposing your schedule on the Canadian Rockies simply will not

work.Consider the following story from my 1996 thru-hike:Julia and I planned to start hiking in

early June from the international border. I wanted to have as much time as possible that

summer to explore the trail and the second week of June seemed like a late start considering

we had to leave our apartment at the end of May. The information centre in Waterton reported

a higher than normal snow pack in the high country, so we decided to pack snowshoes at the



last minute.It started snowing the night before our departure. We drove south from Calgary on

the Cowboy Trail in a whiteout blizzard. By the end of that day, there was 25cm (almost a foot)

of fresh snow covering the campground in Waterton. When we checked in at the information

centre to arrange our wilderness passes [now called ‘backcountry permits’], they simply told us

not to go. The avalanche risk was too high, they explained. Avalanche risk? It’s nearly summer,

I thought!We drove back to Calgary that evening and had to wait another two weeks before

starting again. Even then there was still too much snow on the 2565m Tamarack Summit in

Waterton Lakes National Park, so we began hiking from the Red Rock Canyon trailhead, in the

northern part of the park. There was snow nearly from the start and no tracks from other

hikers. I followed the pawprints of a grizzly sow and her cub up to the Twin Lakes campsite and

pitched the tent on a 2m (6ft) snowpack that night. We had to wear all our clothing and jackets

to bed and still shivered through the night.The snowpack depth varies from year to year and

region to region. During some years, the southern Rockies may have disproportionately more

snow than anywhere else in the mountain range, for instance. It also depends on what

elevation you will be hiking at: the Rockwall trail in Kootenay National Park, covered in Section

C, is much higher than the Amiskwi River trail in Section D.If you are starting your hike after

mid-July, the snowpack won’t be an issue. However, if you plan to start earlier, you should

communicate with staff at the information centre closest to your point of departure – perhaps

several times in the weeks and days leading up to your departure. Be warned: simply checking

websites isn’t enough. While websites have interesting stats, local knowledge will be the most

helpful. You shouldn’t plan to start your hike any earlier than mid-June, period – even during a

reportedly ‘warm’ spring or ‘low’ snow year.New snow can fall at any time during the year in the

Canadian Rockies but generally melts within a few days during the summer. In terms of

planning your trip, however, the snow can start accumulating in the high country (above

2000m) starting in mid-September. I wouldn’t plan your trip on the GDT to go past the third

week of September unless it is an exceptional year.To summarize, the prime hiking window is

generally mid-July to mid-September, only two months! Outside that period you should gather

as much local information as you can before heading out or continuing on. Park information

centres that maintain trail reports are the best places to contact. The trail reports themselves

can be a little misleading and simply say “snow covered,” and not indicate if people are hiking

on that trail yet. Refer to the ‘Contacts’ section at the end of this book to find the appropriate

information. Because the GDT isn’t an official route, it is helpful to know the names of the trails

from the route descriptions in this book when talking with staff at the information centres. For

example, if you inquire about the state of the GDT in Section C in Kootenay National Park, you

will want to ask about conditions on the ‘Rockwall trail.’Where to hikeThis can be a difficult

decision if you only have limited time and want to experience the best that the route can

offer.Refer to the ‘Selected hikes’ appendix on page 316 to get some ideas for day hikes,

overnight trips and longer weekend backpacking forays. These are highlight areas of the GDT

and generally have easy vehicle access. Some of these are little ‘thru-hikes’ where you start at

one trailhead and finish at another so that you don’t double back on the same trail.If you have a

week or more to spend on the GDT, refer to the main trail description and consider hiking a

section or two. The descriptions in the introduction to each section should give you an idea if it

is right for you and what highlights (or obstacles) you can expect. Section C is likely the most

popular of the whole GDT, as it follows maintained, marked trails by such landmarks as

Wonder Pass, Mount Assiniboine, Sunshine Meadows, and the Rockwall. Section E is the next

most popular, with several convenient access points between segments of the route. If the

cross-country hiking in the White Goat Wilderness at the southern end of Section E doesn’t



appeal to you, you can hop on the GDT at Nigel Pass, accessed farther north, near the

Icefields Parkway.When you start considering several sections or the entire route in a single

hike, you enter the realm of long-distance hiking. It takes about eight weeks to hike the entire

1133km (extended) route, which, as you’ve already learned, is the duration of the optimal

weather in the Rockies. If you plan to hike the ‘whole’ GDT, you will need to decide whether to

start or finish at the original northern terminus at Mount Robson or to include the extended

northern terminus at Kakwa Lake, 150km farther. It doesn’t sound far, but the most northern

section (G) has difficult access and resupply options and is largely cross-country travel in

remote wilderness.Lastly, in our discussion of ‘where,’ there is the possibility of incorporating

alternate routes into your journey. As you read the trail description or scroll through the Google

Earth map on the GDTA website, you will see parallel trails that depart and rejoin the main

route. In general, these alternates are at a higher elevation, a little longer and more scenic, as

they avoid road walking or swampy valleys. Some alternate routes such as Wonder Pass in

Section C have become main route over time. Others, like the Mount Rowe and Barnaby Ridge

routes in Section A, are only suitable for very experienced backpackers with a tolerance for

scrambling (using feet and hands to climb or descend). While there is some talk of installing via

ferrata hardware (ladders) on Barnaby Ridge, even then it would still be too precipitous for

many hikers.In summary, where you go on the GDT has a lot to do with the time you have

available and that optimal window for hiking. When it comes time to make your itinerary and put

your plan in writing, consider incorporating the alternate routes. Refer to the ‘Alternate routes’

appendix on page 324. Each alternate is also listed in the flow of trail description. Before you’re

ready to work on your itinerary, however, we need to discuss access. Where you choose to

begin and end your GDT journey will dictate the limits of your itinerary.Access and

transportation – Where to start and finish along the GDTThis topic affects thru-hikers planning

to cover a significant portion of the route. Specific information on access trails and trailheads is

covered in the introduction to each segment. The map on the GDTA website and the

commercially available GDT app also show access trails.Your journey on the GDT will be what

you make of it. Over the years, hikers have used alternate termini based on their preferences

(for instance, to only hike in the parks) and on the limitations of available transport to and from

the route (like the remote Kakwa Lake). Here, I describe three popular southern termini and

four northern ones, as well as how to access them, along with prices current at the time of

writing.East Glacier, MontanaAlthough I don’t describe any of the trails in Glacier NP in this

guidebook, some thru-hikers opt to extend their journey farther south. It makes sense; this is a

highlight of the Continental Divide Trail. The CDT links East Glacier, Montana, with the official

southern terminus of the GDT at monument 276 on the international border in Waterton Lakes

NP. Keep in mind that while you don’t need to present your passport NOBO (where you are

instead encouraged to check in at the RCMP detachment in the town of Waterton), you will

need it SOBO to present at the Goat Haunt ranger station.•Air: Glacier Park International

Airport in Kalispell, Montana, is 1.5 hours’ drive away. There are at least two shuttle services:

Kalispell Taxi & Airport Shuttle, 406-752-4022, and Glacier Taxi, , 406-250-3603 or

406-206-6022.•Bus: serves Kalispell, Montana. 1-800-231-2222 within USA. 214-849-8100

outside USA.•Rail: will take you directly to East Glacier! 1-800-USA-RAIL within USA.

215-856-7952 outside USA.•Hiker shuttle: Glacier National Park offers daily shuttles to the

Chief Mountain Border Crossing ). From there, the Waterton Outdoor Adventure Company

offers daily hiker shuttles from Chief Mountain crossing to Waterton. . 403-859-2378.Waterton

Lakes, AlbertaThis is the official southern terminus of the GDT. Monument 276 on the

international border is another 6.4km south of the Lakeshore Trail trailhead, or you can pay to



take a boat to the Goat Haunt ranger station on the south shore of the lake and hike north to

reach the terminus.•Air: Calgary International Airport or Glacier Park International Airport in

Kalispell, Montana. Airport Shuttle Express, Calgary, . From Kalispell: Kalispell Taxi & Airport

Shuttle, 406-752-4022, and Glacier Taxi, , 406-250-3603 or 406-206-6022.•Bus: Greyhound.ca

has bus stations in Pincher Creek and Lethbridge, Alberta, but you would have to take a taxi

from either of those locations to Waterton. Pincher Creek is the closer of the two, at 45

minutes’ drive away. Contact Greyhound Canada at 1-800-661-TRIP (8747). Pincher Creek

Taxis: 403-632-9738.•Rail: Viarail.ca doesn’t serve this area. The closest train station is

Edmonton. However, serves East Glacier, Montana. 1-800-USA-RAIL within USA.

215-856-7952 outside USA.•Boat: The Waterton Shoreline Cruise Company offers a ferry to

Goat Haunt in Glacier NP, , 403-859-2362. The price is $32 per person one way, including

taxes. It is a 7.4km hike to get to the border and the southern terminus of the GDT (see the

‘Alternate routes’ appendix, page 324).•Hiker shuttle: Waterton Outdoor Adventures offers daily

hiker shuttles from Waterton to the Chief Mountain Border Crossing, where hikers can connect

with a Glacier National Park shuttle. , 403-859-2378.Kananaskis Lakes, AlbertaFrom Peter

Lougheed Provincial Park at the start of Section C, km 345.0, it is possible to hike almost

entirely in the protected areas of national and provincial parks to any of the northern termini

and skip the roads and OHV trails which the GDT relies on in both of its southernmost

sections.•Air: Calgary International Airport. For custom shuttle service from the airport to the

Upper Kananaskis Lake trailhead, contact for rates and schedules. The shuttle service can

take you to Canmore for $66, including taxes, and from there you can hire a taxi. The trailhead

is an hour away from Canmore. Canmore Taxi serves Kananaskis, 403-679-0076.•Bus: Sundog

Transportation and Tours offers transport to trailheads upon request, , 888-786-3641. They

also offer an airport shuttle from Calgary and Edmonton airports to the Banff and Jasper areas

respectively.Jasper, AlbertaImmediately after completing the stunning Skyline Trail, some

choose to end their trip in the town of Jasper, simply for the convenience. There is also a sign

at the northern Skyline trailhead – below Signal Mountain at km 838.2 – that declares

“Northern Terminus of the Great Divide Trail.” It’s the only such sign I know of at the time of

writing.•Air: Edmonton International Airport is over five hours away but there are several

transportation services linking the airport with Jasper, including the airport shuttle offered by

Sundog, , 888-786-3641, for $105, including taxes, one way.•Bus: Contact Greyhound Canada

at 1-800-661-TRIP (8747), greyhound.ca. One-way tickets are $70 at the time of writing. The

buses stop in every small town on the way, which adds two hours to the trip, compared to the

shuttle service.•Rail: Viarail.ca offers service here. Contact 888-VIA-RAIL (1-888-842-7245).

The cost is $95, including taxes, and the trip takes over five hours to the Edmonton station,

where you would have to arrange for a taxi to the airport if needed. Edmonton Transit Service

(ETS) offers a direct route, #747, to the airport for just $5.Mount Robson Provincial Park Visitor

Centre, British ColumbiaThis is the original northern terminus and likely where most thru-hikers

on the GDT start or end their journeys. The busy visitor centre is on the Yellowhead Highway

16, one hour’s drive from Jasper. Public telephones and wifi are available here. If the visitor

centre is closed, there is a public telephone at the nearby gas station.•Air: See Jasper access

description above.•Bus: Contact Greyhound Canada at 1-800-661-TRIP (8747), greyhound.ca.

This isn’t a regular stop for the company; it is called a “flag-down stop” and has daily

departures east to Jasper (and Edmonton) and west ultimately to Vancouver that both leave

very early. The one-way cost to Jasper is less than $30. You must phone ahead to arrange this

service (or they won’t stop for you).•Hitchhiking: This is a legal and well-used form of

transportation by many hikers in the parks. However, the more people there are in your group,



the more stuff you have and the possible presence of dogs may affect how ‘attractive’ you look

to the drivers roaring by. A sign helps, like “Jasper – Please.”Kakwa Provincial Park trailhead at

Bastille CreekThis is the extended northern terminus and it isn’t straightforward to access,

unfortunately. The trailhead is 74km from the Yellowhead Highway 16, on the Walker Creek

forest service road – a gravel track that is unsuitable for cars without high clearance.•Air: The

Prince George airport is serviced by Air Canada, Westjet and others. It is 1.5 hours’ drive to the

Walker Creek FSR junction on Highway 16, in the direction of McBride, BC. There are several

taxi companies in Prince George, including PG Taxi at 250-564-4444, pgtaxi.ca.»You can

charter a helicopter out of McBride. See the Transportation section of the ‘Contacts’ appendix

at page 341 for Yellowhead Helicopters.•Bus: Contact Greyhound Canada at 1-800-661-TRIP

(8747), greyhound.ca, to arrange a flag-down stop. The closest towns on the map to the

Walker Creek FSR intersection are Dome Creek and Crescent Spur.•Rail: Via Rail lists Dome

Creek as a ‘stop on request’ station that is five hours away from Jasper and costs $77.70,

including taxes, for a one-way ticket. It is $22.05 for a 2.5-hour trip to Prince George. Dome

Creek is 20km north of the Walker Creek FSR intersection.Grande Cache, AlbertaIn recent

years, some hikers have opted to finish at Grande Cache, leaving the main route at km 1065.7

and hiking over 63km to a trailhead near town. (See the ‘Alternate routes’ appendix, page

324.)•Air: Grande Prairie Airport, , is much closer than Edmonton – only two hours driving.

Consider this airport when looking for flights if you choose the Grande Cache alternate

terminus.•Bus: Greyhound doesn’t provide service to Grande Cache. The Grande Cache

Community Bus Service does, however, at a cost of $30, including tax, one way. Contact the

recreation centre at 780-827-2446 for rates and to make a reservation. You must book 48

hours in advance as per their brochure. Buses run each day to Grande Prairie and Hinton

(near Jasper). Greyhound does provide service to both of those towns. As mentioned above,

there is an airport at Grande Prairie ).DogsThe GDT is dog-friendly: they can walk over 90% of

the route with you! Furthermore, the environment is more conducive to your dog’s well-being

than other long-distance trails in North America, according to River Taig, author of the Atlas

Guides GDT app:Most trail-worthy dogs such as Labrador retrievers suffer far more in heat

than in cool and wet conditions. Relative to its southern cousins, the GDT is relatively cool and

offers considerably more water. Another important factor that favours the GDT relative to, say,

the more volcanic Pacific Crest Trail is that the soils and rock that dominate in the Canadian

Rockies tend to be less abrasive underfoot. On my 2016 thru-hike with my Labrador retriever,

Opus, she never had serious problems with her pads.In regards to wildlife on the GDT, it is

important to keep your dog leashed or in the tent with you at night. The leash should be less

than 3m (10ft) long, and I would add that for convenience sake it should be able to attach

securely to your backpack shoulder or waist straps so that you can hike hands-free. A harness

that attaches around the canine’s chest seems appropriate if you are looking at doing some of

the alternate routes that include a bit of scrambling, so that you can assist with steep

obstacles, even lowering or raising your dog. If they carry their own food in a doggie backpack,

make sure it isn’t their only harness, because it must be stored at night with your food, away

from bears.Opus with her human, River Taig, on the Wallbridge Glacier alternate route (Section

G).Parks regulations insist on using leashes with dogs because of the potential hazard to the

dog, wildlife and you. A dog that is running free is likely to come running back to its owner if in

trouble and if that ‘trouble’ happens to be a 250kg (550lb) bear, you could be thrown into a

dangerous situation. Other wildlife can be sensitive to dogs too, like moose, elk, caribou and

deer. An ungulate defends itself with its hooves and can cause grievous injuries to your canine

friend.Consider the long-term effect on wildlife before you let your pooch off leash. The parks



were created to give the remaining wildlife a refuge where they can carry out their lives

undisturbed by people and their domesticated dogs. An Alberta Parks ecologist, John

Paczkowski, recently completed a year-long study of wildlife corridors in the Canmore area

(cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/canmore-wildlife-corridor-human-1.4021290) and determined:We

have almost 100,000 people who are having their dogs out there in the wildlife corridors and

we have 60,000 separate events of dogs being off-leash in and around wildlife corridors. … It’s

not only [the law] that you keep your dog on a leash, if you want to have wildlife on the

landscape and using these corridors, it’s something you have to do.Ideally you have put in

some mileage with your dog before starting the GDT and know how they will react in most

situations. It is your responsibility to make sure that whatever leash and harness system you

adopt will work for the duration of your hike on the GDT. It’s simply not fair to wildlife to do

otherwise. It’s also not fair to other dog owners if you decide it’s okay for your dog to be off

leash, because in the end it will only result in tighter regulations, as in the US national parks

where dogs aren’t permitted. There are exceptions, however.For the northern sections, D, E, F

and G, you should know in advance that several river crossings are unbridged, which means

that your dog should be a good swimmer. Care should be taken to let them swim across under

their own power. A leash could drown them in this situation, so it makes sense to take it off for

this purpose. The current will carry them downstream while they swim, so choose a suitable

crossing well above any hazards. You don’t want to see them washed into a confluence with a

stronger river or over a waterfall. Don’t assume that you can go after them or carry them, as

you will have your hands full with your own efforts crossing.When you plan your itinerary,

account for the 100km prohibited zone in Jasper National Park from the Nigel Pass trailhead

(segment 26) north to the end of the Skyline trail, on the edge of the town of Jasper. The only

alternate route for walking around this sensitive caribou habitat is the South Boundary Trail,

which ends on the Miette Hot Springs road, 61km east from the town of Jasper. Your options

include skipping this part of the trail or finding a kennel service in Jasper or Hinton. The Hinton

SPCA offers a dog boarding service for $20/night. See hintonspca.blogspot.ca for more details.

Keep in mind that Hinton is 45 minutes’ drive east from the town of Jasper. There doesn’t

appear to be an advertised dog boarding service in Jasper itself at the time of writing. Other

closed areas are smaller in scope such as picnic spots, public beaches and public buildings.

Look for posted signs in these areas.When you pack your first aid kit, be sure to include any

items for your dog. If your dog uses booties, pack some extra ones. You can buy some things in

the towns close to the GDT such as Waterton, Blairmore, Banff and Jasper. Keep your dog in

mind if you arrange for accommodation or a taxi, shuttle, train or bus ride and ask in advance if

dogs are allowed. You might not be aware that Garmin makes a GPS tracking collar for dogs –

this might be handy if your dog slips away.There are no specific permits you need to arrange in

advance of your trip for hiking with your dog. It is always best to check park websites and with

info centres before you leave, though. There are temporary restrictions issued on occasion. If

you choose a Greyhound bus for transport, be aware that dogs aren’t permitted unless they are

registered service dogs. Ask in advance with any transporter to ensure your pooch will get a

seat too.Dogs are permitted to stay with you at car campgrounds in the national and provincial

parks as long as they remain on leash. You must pick up after your dog in the campgrounds, of

course, and be considerate of others.HorsesYou are permitted to bring your horse(s) on much

of the GDT. You must obtain permits from the national parks and each of the BC provincial

parks in advance of your trip. While I have heard back from riders who have taken their horses

over considerable distances in the Canadian Rockies, such as Wendy Bush, I don’t know of

anyone who has attempted the entire GDT or even a full section, as described in this



guidebook. This is likely because some of the route is difficult enough for passage on foot – I’m

thinking of Conway Creek in Section D, on the north side of Howse Pass (7km of criss-crossing

blowdowns)! Alternate routes such as Barnaby Ridge wouldn’t work because they have too

many short sections of scrambling. I have included Wendy Bush’s 12-day itinerary and gear list

from her 2009 trip that included the original GDT in southern Kananaskis Country – see page

330 in the ‘Sample itineraries’ appendix.In this edition of the guidebook, I do reference horse

access in terms of any restrictions or restrictive terrain. For example, I mention in Section C

that horse travel isn’t permitted in the Sunshine Meadows area of Banff National Park. The

good news for equestrians is that a continuous route is on the way.The GDTA is developing the

Great Divide Alternate Horse Route that follows some of the present GDT and parallel trails

where horse travel is more feasible and permitted. If you contact the GDTA they will send you a

link to a Google Earth kmz file that shows the route. Details such as horse-friendly campsites

and grazing areas are still being worked out and I’m sure the GDTA would love to hear from

you if you would like to help develop and maintain this route.Many of the trails described in this

book wouldn’t exist without horse travel. Section G follows a lot of horse trail. Horse teams are

the only way for trail crews to access some of these remote and beautiful areas. Park wardens

used to patrol on horseback until recently. While I do mention some of the horse campsites and

horse-only trails, in this guidebook I didn’t initially research the route for equestrians. The

national parks have many resources for equestrians, including guides to the trails and

campsites.To find out more, visit each of the national park websites and search for ‘horseback

riding.’ Banff National Park has an excellent resource page that includes all the information you

would need for that park: pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/banff/activ/cheval-horse.While BC Parks has a

blog page for horseback riding, you still need to contact each of the parks individually to

arrange a permit. The blog is here: engage. gov.bc.ca/bcparksblog/2016/05/12/horseback-

riding-in-bc-parks.Alberta Parks has a portal page for equestrians here: albertaparks.ca/

albertaparksca/visit-our-parks/activities/equestrian, and while it doesn’t appear that you require

any special permits for horses in the provincial parks, I encourage you to contact the relevant

info centres before going.Horses are the only pack animal allowed in the national parks.

Llamas and goats aren’t permitted, for instance. You could, however, use these other pack

animals in provincial parks with a permit. Outside the parks you can use any pack animal you

would like.Mountain bikesThe GDT route isn’t navigable by mountain bike, due to terrain, park

restrictions, or both. There are some exceptions and I do indicate bike access in this

guidebook. If you are looking for a long biking route, however, check out the Great Divide

Mountain Biking Route and the Tour Divide race: .Mountain biking is a convenient way to get to

the GDT on access trails and roads. The national and provincial parks have designated bike

trails. There are no special permits for bikes but you do need to check bike access and

closures before you go. The information centre contact info is in the ‘Contacts’ appendix, page

338.Trail running and fastpackingThe sports of trail running and fastpacking have been around

for at least 25 years now. They are nothing new. What has changed in recent years is these

sports’ popularity. It seems like everyone is training for an ‘ultra’ now. I must admit, with a young

family and a demanding day job, it became an essential way for me to access the GDT over

the past decade. I enjoy backpacking but it’s a special thrill to go light at a fast pace and cover

100km in a day of running – a distance that could take five or more days hiking.For my 40th

birthday in summer 2011, my wife, Julia, bought me a return helicopter trip to Mount

Assiniboine so I could use the campsite there as a running basecamp. Over 33 hours, I ran two

large loops, including a circumnavigation of Mount Assiniboine itself. It was a birthday I’ll never

forget!The entire GDT route is open to trail running at this point. I can’t see it being regulated,



but no one ever thought mountain bike access up the Bryant Creek trail to Mount Assiniboine

would ever be closed either. I think if runners and fastpackers abide by the same trail etiquette

and park rules as hikers do, there won’t be any issues.I’ve tried to put together the logistics of

running the entire GDT, but it is daunting. I’ve also supported others on their bid to run the

whole route. The trick is to get a vehicle and support crew to enough places to be effective.

Runners can carry a shelter and food enough for a few days, but anything beyond that is too

heavy to run with. See the ‘Sample itineraries’ appendix on page 330 if you are interested in

running the GDT. I think it’s a worthy challenge that I know someone will figure out. Let me

know if you do. In any event, be safe and carry bear spray – you can’t outrun bears!Passes,

permits and campsite reservationsUnlike the Pacific Crest Trail in the USA, the GDT doesn’t

have a single pass you can purchase which is valid for the whole way. With that said, the

process is straightforward if you look at it in a certain way: there are national park entry passes,

national park backcountry permits, and backcountry campsite reservation and booking

fees.The national parks (and some provincial ones) have a quota system that regulates the

number of people staying in the backcountry on any given day. This depends of course on

people booking official and random campsites for each night of their trip. There are few spaces

available at the established campsites, which constrains the number of people that are in each

area and their impact on the environment.The penalty for failing to secure a permit in advance

of your trip could lead to fines which themselves aren’t that expensive – under $1,000.

However, the cost of potentially having to return to the provincial court in the area would be

much more of an inconvenience and costly. Instead of looking at the potential outcome of

avoiding permits, I suggest you use the system to your benefit. You need to know where you’re

going to camp each night for your itinerary anyway. The wider benefit is for the GDT itself: the

various park managers are more likely to recognize the trail if they know it is supported by an

enthusiastic community that supports their park’s regulations.National park passes (as of

2018)Just as in other national parks worldwide, there is a fee for every person entering the

park for each day they plan to stay. In most cases, you will purchase either a group or adult

‘annual discovery pass’ if you plan to spend more than a week in the national parks. The

passes are valid in all national parks across Canada. Buy your pass online at

commandesparcs -parksorders.ca or in person at a park gate or visitor centre during your trip.

These are sometimes referred to as vehicle passes because you put them on your dash or

hang the tag from the rear-view mirror. I recommend just picking up a pass as you enter one of

the national parks. I understand there is currently a delay of four to six weeks for passes

ordered online and delivered by mail. There are no entry or vehicle passes required for any

provincial park or other area outside the national parks. Waterton Lakes NP has a ‘Single

Location’ annual pass available online and at the gate. Although it is much cheaper than the

Discovery Pass, it is only valid in that park.DAILY NATIONAL PARK ENTRY PASSAdult

$9.80Senior$8.30Youth (0–17)FreeFamily/Group$19.60Commercial Group, per person

$8.30School Groups, per student$3.90ANNUAL NATIONAL PARK PASS – ‘DISCOVERY

PASS’Adult$67.70Senior$57.90Youth (0–17)FreeFamily/Group$136.40National park

backcountry permitsTo stay overnight in the backcountry of any of the five national parks along

the GDT, whether you are random camping or staying in a campsite or a shelter, you are

required to obtain a backcountry permit.There is no reservation fee if you are leaving on your

trip within 24 hours, but in most cases you must pay the non-refundable reservation fee. The

online reservations system is available year round. Visit pc.gc.ca/en/voyage-travel/reserve or

call 1-877-RESERVE (1-877-737-3783). At the time of writing, Waterton Lakes NP backcountry

campsite reservations aren’t available online; you still have to contact the visitor centre there



directly, within three months of your trip Accordingly, there is still a three-month limit if you

make reservations directly with any of the visitor centres by phone, email or in person, as

illustrated in the following example.Take the time to plan your hike on the GDT and make an

itinerary so you know exactly where you will camp each night. Let’s assume for this example

that you are planning to hike the entire GDT northbound from the USA border to Mt. Robson.

As soon as you have a workable itinerary – or on January 1, whichever comes first – visit the

Parks Canada reservations website. Reserve each of the backcountry campsites you have

included in your itinerary for Banff, Kootenay, Yoho and Jasper national parks. Expect to pay

online for at least one reservation fee and $9.80 per night per person in your group. These

permits will be mailed to you. Reserve the remaining campsites in Waterton Lakes over the

phone. Call the Waterton Lakes info centre three months in advance of the start of your journey

and mention you are hiking the GDT and that you have already reserved campsites in the

other national parks. They might waive your reservation fee. They will ask you to pay with a

credit card. You have the option to either have the pass mailed to you or pick it up when you

arrive.You have the choice to communicate with visitor centre staff by email. In that case, send

your itinerary and indicate when would be a good time for an attendant to call you back. They

won’t process any credit card information sent by email – they will need to call you back to

make the transaction and to adjust your itinerary if any of the sites you indicated will already be

full on that day.The GDTA has developed a cheat sheet that lists all the campsites in the parks

as well as their amenities and whether you need a backcountry permit to stay there. See

greatdividetrail. com/trip-planning-resources/campgrounds.Backcountry campsite reservations

– provincial parksBackcountry permits and park entry passes aren’t required for provincial

parks. However, you will need receipts showing you have reserved and prepaid for a

backcountry campsite in Peter Lougheed (Section C) and Mount Robson (Section F) provincial

parks. You can reserve a backcountry campsite on the Berg Lake trail in Mount Robson park at

discovercamping.ca.While it is possible to make an online reservation in Peter Lougheed

Provincial Park, it isn’t recommended – the website just emails a form to staff who still have to

process the order, leading to delays and missed bookings. This will change as the system

improves; for now, call the Kananaskis backcountry mailbox at 403-678-3136.BC provincial

parks like Mount Assiniboine and Akamina–Kishinena, require that you pay a self-registration

fee, in cash, when you arrive at the campsite. If you prefer not to carry cash, you can reserve

up to two weeks in advance for Akamina–Kishinena, Mount Assiniboine and Elk Lakes at

discovercamping.ca/Backcountry. Remember to carry the proof of payment with you when you

go. The online payment doesn’t ensure a reservation or booking of any kind – it’s just another

way of paying for a campsite that is officially ‘first come, first served.’ The fee is between $5 and

$12 per night per person in BC parks and these fees do change.Other parks not mentioned

here did not require any such reservations, fees, permits or passes at the time of writing.Other

passes and permits for national and provincial parksFor equestrians in the national parks, you

must purchase the appropriate passes and permits for each member of your party. For

example, each person needs a park entry permit and a backcountry permit. Horses are

permitted on most trails but you will require a grazing permit at $1.90 per horse per day. A

monthly grazing permit is $24.50 per horse. Equestrians can also obtain a ‘chainsaw’ permit for

select trails, on demand. See pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/banff/activ/cheval-horse. (The GDTA would

love to hear an update if you do clear a section of trail!)Outside the national parks, equestrians

in BC parks must contact the park authority and obtain a permit for your horses at least one

week in advance. This is on a park-by-park basis and in BC only – Alberta parks allow horses

on designated trails, sans permit. Refer to the ‘Contacts’ list, beginning at page 338. I do my



best to indicate horse access for each of the segments of the main route of the GDT.

Equestrians should be aware that an alternate horse route is being developed by the GDTA.

Currently you must email the association (greatdividetrail@gmail.com) and ask permission for

access to this map and check .Anglers wishing to catch a fish anywhere in the national parks

must have a valid national parks fishing licence, which is $9.80 per day or $34.30 for the

annual pass. Outside the national parks, you must hold a provincial fishing licence, which you

can obtain online for BC at or for Alberta at .Banff National Park has two shelters that are

available for reservations: Bryant Creek and Egypt Lake. These are basic accommodations that

provide wooden bunk bed platforms (you need a mattress) and a wood-burning stove with a

supply of firewood. There are no amenities like you would expect to find at an Alpine Club of

Canada hut, such as at Elk Lakes. The cost is $6.80 per night per person and currently the

shelters can be reserved online or through the Banff or Lake Louise visitor centre up to three

months in advance.The only ACC hut en route is Elk Lakes Cabin near the trailhead for Elk

Lakes Provincial Park (BC), at the end of the Elk Lakes forest service road in segment 13. It

costs $25 per night and can be reserved through the ACC by calling 403-678-3200, extension

0. The office is open from 8:30 am to 9:30 pm daily. Dogs aren’t permitted at ACC huts.Dogs:

No permit required. However, you do need to check closures and regulations for each park to

find out more about handling and areas where dogs aren’t allowed. For example, although

equestrians in groups of two or more can travel over Allenby Pass during the restricted period

of August 1 to September 30, dogs aren’t permitted during that time. (Since dogs are required

to be on leash, I’m not sure how equestrians would travel with dogs in the national parks

anyhow…)Mountain bikes: No special permit required but you must be aware of closures and

regulations in each of the parks. In this edition of the guidebook, I do my best to list bike

access in the introduction for each segment.Resupply strategiesThe last step before you can

put together an effective itinerary is to figure out how you will arrange for resupply. There are

several strategies for doing this, from mailing yourself boxes of food you packed before the trip,

to buying food in towns as you hike. Not unlike reserving campsites, an effective resupply

strategy depends on figuring out where you’re going to be and when you’ll be there.For this

reason the GDTA campsite cheat sheet lists resupply points – places where you can send your

parcels of food to pick up later. There are more resupply options available. For a full list, see

under ‘Resupply stations’ at page 342. You will need to know the round-trip distance back to

the main route so you can properly account for total distance when you construct your

itinerary.In theory the faster you hike, the fewer resupplies you need. For example, if I can hike

all of Section C in six days and have no problem moving at that pace with six days of

provisions in my backpack, then I wouldn’t need to stop at intermediate resupply points like

Assiniboine Lodge or Sunshine Village. However, I have prior experience hiking this section. I

know how fast I can do it. Without that experience, you should use whatever previous trail

experience you have, and in most cases plan for longer than you think it would normally take

you to cover the same amount of distance on a maintained trail.Generally you will prepack food

and either send it by post before you leave, or drive the boxes around to the places that will

hold them for you. If you have spare food and supplies at a planned resupply stop, you can

send them ahead in a ‘bounce-box.’ Unlike other long-distance trails, though, the GDT doesn’t

normally have ‘hiker boxes’ – where you can leave excess food – or as many ‘trail angels’ for

that matter. A trail angel is usually a past hiker or someone who is sympathetic who lives near

the route and helps thru-hikers each season.Buying your supplies in stores on the way takes

time and usually more money, since grocery stores, if they exist along the GDT, cater to

tourists passing through in droves but only for the day. With that said, you can buy enough



good food in Waterton, Blairmore, Field and Jasper. Camping fuel, by the way, is available in

those towns and at Kananaskis Lakes and Saskatchewan River Crossing. There are limits to

what you can mail in boxes. Check with Canada Post, canadapost.ca/tools/pg/manual/

PGnonmail-e.asp, or whichever courier you use.For a sample resupply strategy, refer to the

sample itinerary in Appendix 3 at page 331. Personally, on my hike, we used a ‘trail manager,’ a

friend we could trust who would send out boxes on a prearranged schedule. This strategy

worked for us because we could call him and ask to add or remove items from boxes he hadn’t

sent yet. We could also ask him to delay sending boxes or send them elsewhere. He even

drove out one of the boxes along with a birthday cake that my partner, Julia, had secretly

ordered. As a side note, our friend kept tabs on where we were and functioned as our

emergency contact – if we didn’t call in when he expected, he would have alerted authorities

after an agreed amount of time.Based on personal experience, I would advise contacting

potential resupply points such as postal outlets, hotels, and resorts to confirm that they will

hold a package for you and for how long. Ask in advance about holding fees. You may have to

bring some cash to pay a nominal holding fee at some of the resorts. Keep in mind that you

must have some form of picture ID and a second form of identification to pick up your parcel

from postal outlets, and that they are only open during business hours, during the week.Mailing

supplies to yourself isn’t as straightforward as you would think. When you put your resupply

box or boxes together, you should start with a sturdy cardboard carton that has few markings

on it. Use filler to deaden empty areas of the packed box or cut it down so items such as zip-

locks full of juice crystals are not tossed around and punctured. Use a large label that clearly

shows your name for general delivery and includes a return address.You should consider

packing a rolling supply parcel (bounce-box) that contains bulk items you may or may not need

at the resupply point. Consider packing batteries, tape, memory cards, first-aid supplies,

labelling material, bulk stamps, extra non-perishable food, and clothing like socks and

underwear into that parcel. If you don’t need the parcel you can send it to the next resupply

station and add any items you no longer need to carry.It is unlawful to mail any pressurized or

combustible agent. For example, you cannot mail bear spray, shaving cream, matches or

lighters. Fuel also cannot travel by mail. (As mentioned, you can purchase white gas

(naphthalene), propane, and butane at every resupply point between sections on the GDT.)If

you are coming to Canada from anywhere but the USA, you should bring all your equipment

with you and purchase food and other supplies (like bear spray) in Canada. Once in Canada,

you can assemble the resupply parcels and then mail them out. Mailing parcels from overseas

is very unreliable. Even parcels sent from the USA can stall interminably at the border at

Canadian Customs.The more preparation you put into mailing supplies to yourself, the better.

Preparing your first resupply parcel and sending it off into the cogs of the postal system is an

anxiety-inducing experience, especially if you live across the country. Canada Post allows you

to insure your resupply parcels for a small charge. I highly recommend buying insurance, since

this is the only way you can track your box if it fails to arrive. Regular air or ground mail is

untraceable as well as unpredictable. Luckily, postal insurance is cheap.On a final note about

resupply, account for seasonal closures when mailing your package. Postal outlets will hold an

item for up to two weeks, or longer if notified in time. Resorts have different policies. In cases

where you may have to send your parcel to a resort, telephone in advance to ensure they can

hold your supplies, and even record the name of the person you spoke with. Try to deal with

someone who will be working through the entire season. Remember to ask in advance about

holding fees.Making your ItineraryYour itinerary is your recipe for success on the GDT. Refer to

the appendix ‘Sample itineraries’ on page 330 for real-life examples, including trail running and



a horse trip.There is no right way to plan for a hike. Everyone has their own method of

approaching something like this. Ideally you will want eight weeks for hiking the extended

length of the GDT, starting mid-July and ending by mid-September. So let’s work with that time

window and assume you want to hike NOBO to Mount Robson from Waterton Lakes NP. That

gives you a maximum of 56 days to cover 979.0km at an overall average of 17.4km per day.

“Whoa!” you might say. “I don’t know if I can hike that far in a day.” Too fast? Well, adjust the

total time you have available or select different termini.Covering 17.4km/day is an average

pace, but remember, you must account for the extra distance to access the trail, resupply, and

do any alternate routes. And unless you plan to hike every day, you will want to consider rest

days, or ‘0’ days (as in 0km).Accessing the termini: 6.4km in Waterton to get to the border, 0km

in Robson because you finish at the road.The extra distance to a resupply location: 0km for

Coleman, staying on the main route; 17.4km for Kananaskis Lakes info centre (unless you

hitchhike); 2km for Saskatchewan River Crossing; and 8km for Jasper (for walking into town

and then back out of town to Whistlers campground, as an example).Alternate routes: After

reading through the list of alternate routes in Appendix 2, and the trail description, you decide

to hike the Barnaby Ridge alternate in Section A. This subtracts 2.4km. (Note: although it is

shorter, it will take more time to hike than the main route. This is generally the case with any of

the alternate routes.)Rest days: You decide to have an extra day in Waterton so you can ease

into starting the GDT, and a rest day at each of the resupply points. Subtract six days from your

total number of days available.Okay, let’s recalculate. You now have 1004.4km to cover in 50

days of hiking. That is an average pace of 20.1km/day. Now you can work with the list of

campsites at the start of each section in this book, or download and print it as a single list from

the GDTA, .Start with the date of your first night camping. In this example you are spending

July 15 and 16 at the main campground in the town of Waterton and planning to hike the

lakeshore trail to monument 276 and back on the 16th without a big backpack. For the night of

July 17, look for a campsite that’s around 8km from the town campground (because you’ve

already covered the first 12.8km of total distance, to the border and back). You see that the

next-closest one on the list is Alderson Lake, at 13.3km. That’s good; you read that it’s all uphill

and your pack will be heavy. For July 18 you see that your only choice is Akamina Creek

campsite, which is off trail by 2.5km. July 19, Lone Lake. July 20, Jutland Creek. July 21,

Southfork Lakes (on the Barnaby Ridge alternate). July 22, Lynx Creek campground. July 23,

Coleman. This means you will arrive in Coleman after hiking about 23km that day and that

you’ll likely arrive in the late afternoon and require accommodation in town. Looking at the

‘Accommodations’ contacts on page 340, you see you should stay at A Safe Haven B&B

because you read that the hosts are trail angels. You make a note on your itinerary to call them

and book not only the 23rd but the 24th as well. When you call, you discover it is okay to send

your resupply parcel to them, which makes things even easier!Using the section outlines and

trail descriptions in this guidebook or the cheat sheet provided by the GDTA at -planning-

resources/campgrounds, work your way through the list, plotting where you will be staying each

night. Consider characteristics of the campsite such as its proximity to the GDT and whether or

not you need a backcountry permit for it. It can be well worth the fee to stay in a national parks

campsite if it has a food storage locker, for instance.Mount Robson and Peter Lougheed

provincial parks will require reservations too. The nights you aren’t at reserved sites are a bit

more flexible, but you will want to arrive at a reserved site on the evening you booked it for.

While it’s certainly possible to adjust your reservations during your trip, the change will cost you

another reservation fee and the time on the phone or in the visitor centre with parks staff. Most

importantly, you might not be able to find available campsites like you could when you initially



reserved months in advance.Building out the details of your itinerary, you can start to visualize

what time of day you will arrive in town and whether the place where you plan to pick up your

resupply parcel will be open. You can tell where you need to reserve accommodations. You will

see gaps in your planning, like the extra 5km round trip to Akamina Creek campsite you will

have to hike to keep your average pace. You may decide to skip a rest day at Saskatchewan

River Crossing, for example, because it is too costly, and plan to spend a rest day at the

highest point on the GDT, near Michele Lakes, or fishing at Pinto Lake. Be creative. Register

with the Great Divide Trail Hikers Facebook group page () and get advice from others who have

done the route. The more detailed your itinerary, the better.Important tips for hiking the

GDTOutdoor gear is so specialized now that you can find companies devoted to making

equipment solely for long-distance hiking and even ultra trail running. There are websites,

books, and weekend seminars on these subjects. In my experience on the GDT, lightest is not

always best. For example, I know I need a tent to get away from the mosquitos in the evening –

it’s my ‘sanity’ dome and I’ll carry the extra weight to afford that luxury, even if I’m hiking

alone.In this section I focus on some of the specific challenges you might encounter on the

GDT that should influence your planning and preparation for any trip length. Let’s start with the

most obvious, your safety.SafetyRefer to the very back of this book, page 350, for emergency

contacts and the procedure for using your inReach device or satellite transponder to initiate a

rescue. Don’t be afraid of who is going to pay for rescue. Just call.To start with, let someone

reliable know where you are going and when they can expect to hear from you. Give them a

copy of your itinerary. Work out in advance whether that person will call for help on your behalf

– it’s a huge responsibility and shouldn’t be taken lightly. There should be no confusion in your

instructions. With that said, be realistic. If you are hiking for a week, chances are high that you

could get behind by a day, perhaps two.For this and many other reasons, I encourage you to

either buy or borrow an emergency transponder. In fact, you can combine several gadgets in

one with devices such as the Garmin ‘inReach Explorer+’ (see ). It is a robust GPS, emergency

transponder, weather radio, and satellite communications device, all in one. You do not

necessarily even need to contact family and friends to let them know where you are; they can

track you with a web link which you give them before your trip, using a feature called

MapShare. It also plays nicely with your smart phone with a free app. Keep in mind that you do

need to activate a ‘satellite plan’ and in some cases a GEOS membership. If you rent, or

borrow one from a friend, make sure you set up the emergency contact features beforehand

and that the plans are paid up and active – take nothing for granted.If you are loosely hiking

with a partner and think you have different schedules or route options, consider each of you

taking a transponder so you can stay in touch. By adding your hiking partner as an emergency

contact, they may be able to locate and assist you in an emergency. The Garmin inReach

Explorer+ is a two-way communications device, allowing you to message from one device to

another.Emergency transponders currently rely on sending an emergency signal to GEOS

when you press your SOS button (learn more at ). GEOS contacts local authorities around your

location, and if your device is so equipped, they will stay in contact with you by text to update

you on the progress of the rescuers. Most of the search and rescue (SAR) covering the GDT is

professionally operated by the federal and provincial governments, the exception being outside

the parks (in BC) in sections A, B, D, and G, where local SAR volunteers would come to your

assistance.Rescuers will expect to find a car parked at a trailhead indicating that the people

needing rescue are still out there. It is exceptionally rare for them to deal with thru-hikers who

normally do not have a car parked anywhere along the route. This means your emergency

contact (listed with your one-way beacon device) should have a copy of your itinerary so that



rescuers can get all the information they can – otherwise, they could go to the nearest trailhead

and call the rescue off when they do not find a car parked there. These rescue professionals

field a lot of distress calls each summer with limited resources, and they need to move on to

the next case, based on evidence they find or don’t find.In any event, Parks Canada states:

“While satellite phones and personal locator beacon devices such as SPOT can be useful, they

cannot be relied upon absolutely. All backcountry travellers should be familiar with the abilities

and limitations of the devices they chose to carry. They should also be prepared to carry out

self-rescue and to keep themselves and their partners warm and sheltered during the time it

takes for a rescue team to reach them.” (pc.gc.ca/eng/pn-np/mtn/securiteenmontagne -

mountainsafety/programme-program/res-sar)Access to a cell phone signal is essentially non-

existent for 99% of the GDT. Likewise, satellite positioning is accurate up to 5m on perfect

terrain, with a fully powered device, with no obstructions or bad weather. If you trigger your

beacon from the north side of a tall mountain on a snowy/rainy day, though, your reported

position could be quite far from your actual one.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderful update in 3rd edition. The third edition is a huge update of all

material about this trail. In addition to the author's own experience hiking the GDT, this book

collects and organizes data that you would otherwise find scattered over dozens of websites,

trail journals and forums. I especially like the overview and detailed descriptions of all the

alternative routes.”

Bill Houston, “It does a straight-forward job of describing trail conditions for .... It does a straight-

forward job of describing trail conditions for a route (with some variants) from the Montana-BC

border to Jasper Park and beyond it to Kakwa Lake.”

Kelly McDonald, “Great resource for the trail. Major updates in the 3rd edition adds additional

details on alternate routes and current conditions of the trail”

Lady Gryffin, “Well written, thoughtful, and organized. This book, in my opinion and that of

many others, is an essential tool for anyone considering hiking the GDT (Canada's Great

Divide Trail), whether as a through-hike or in pieces. This latest edition takes many recent

events in consideration, the latest technology, trail reports, etc. from the 2018 season. Mr. Lynx

is very thoughtful in adding supplementary info for people wanting to ride horses along the trail,

hike with their dogs, follow alternate routes, access sections of the trail from various points for

doing day, overnight, and weekend hikes, way-stations, options for resupply for through-hikers,

etc. He gives a colourful and helpful summary of each section so that prospective hikers have

an idea of what they are in for, as well as a detailed introduction to the entirety of the trail, it's

history, safety considerations, and so forth. A very comprehensive and interesting guidebook

with personality. It makes me want to start hiking the GDT all the more!”

Red90, “A well done update to what was always a great guide book. Back in the early 90s, with

a few friends, over a few summers we hiked our own version of the GDT. We did not end up

doing all of it, but spent many a night going through maps and guidebooks looking over options

of where to go. When Dustin wrote his first book, it was wonderful to see a well written

guidebook to make the adventure a lot easier to undertake. In2002 we went back and tackled a

section we had not done using this new guidebook. It was really enjoyable and took us over a

route that we may never have found on our own. This long awaited new version is well written

and very nicely laid out to give the hiker the information they need to have an enjoyable time

without the need for any further research.”

chris hornby, “SOOOOOOOOOOOOO much info!. A must have for anyone doing a section or a

thru hike on the GDT !Any questions you will ever have about the trail are answered in this

updated (3rd addition) book.Save yourself 100’s of hours trying to research online!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Guidebook. Great guidebook! The best (and only??) book you`re

going to find on the GDT. A must have for those considering a GDT thru-hike. Semi-

topographical (low contour detail) maps are included for the entirety of the trail, along with

description of trail conditions, water sources, campsites, and resupply locations. And you can`t

beat that price right? Well worth the money!”

numbernine, “Great book.. Great book....not the most detailed but didn't expect it to have every

single little detail as it would almost impossible to cover every kilometre and feature of the trip.

Has helped us plan for our Great Divide Trail trip starting in only three days!”
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